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Australian Bauxite returns 5.7 million tonnes maiden
resource in Tasmania
Australian Bauxite (ASX:ABZ) has identified 5.7 million tonnes in maiden
resource at its Tasmanian bauxite tenement, boosting its total resources to 112
million tonnes.
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A$0.25
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A$26.8M

1 Year Share Price Graph

The gibbsite-rich. low silica bauxite resource estimate is based on 377 drill
holes in less than 10% of the identified bauxite areas in Tasmania, which is
located in the northern midlands area in the hinterland of Bell Bay where
Australian's first alumina refiner and first aluminium smelter was set up.
ABZ first identified bauxite at its Tasmanian tenements last year and drilling is
expected to continue throughout next year to define the resource base.
The current maiden resource estimate is based on drilling only 7% of the
targeted areas with the holes totaling 2652 metres.
About 50% of the bauxite layer is DSO grade bauxite which can be mined and
directly shipped.
Recent drilling tests in some plantation areas have encountered bauxite up to 6
metres in thickness, which suggests the project could commence sooner than
earlier estimated.
ABZ has also started environmental baseline work with the company
conducting negotiations regarding pine forest areas
Infrastructure advantage
ABZ's Tasmanian bauxite can be developed for early production as it is close
to infrastructure with operating rail-lines and heavy duty haulage highways
passing through the tenements. These roads link up to the commodity export
ports of Burnie and Bell Bay, both of which have spare port capacity.
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In addition, the tenement is also well connected to the electric grid as well as natural gas supplies from the Bass Strait.
Drilling results
The Tasmanian bauxite were targeted by aircore drilling to test grade distribution and field surveys showed promise
resulting in further tenement application. While the minimum cut off grade for bauxite were 30% minimum available
alumina over 2 metres of bauxite thickness, a total of 74 holes intersected bauxite with grades and thickness greater
than cut off.
Further drilling will recommence if the current scoping study is positive.
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You understand and agree that no content published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment
strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you
personally concerning the nature, potential advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or
other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the position
is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made.
However, you understand and agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written
about. You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that
neither such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective, may
reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published information and
data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The contributors make every effort to ensure that the information and material contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from
reliable sources. However, no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the information and material and it should not be relied upon as a
substitute for the exercise of independent judgment. Proactive Investors does not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from
the use of, or reliance on, the material contained in this report. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware
that these risks might result in loss of income and capital invested.
WARNING: No recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document without obtaining specific advice from
their advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness, in light of their own objectives, financial situation and/or needs, before acting on the
advice.
DISCLOSURE: The Company, its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own account in the
investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published.
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